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House Resolution 410

By: Representatives Byrd of the 20th, Hill of the 21st, and Jerguson of the 22nd 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Jenny Beth Martin, outstanding Georgia citizen; and for other1

purposes.2

WHEREAS, Jenny Beth Martin was listed by Time magazine as one of the 100 most3

influential people for her work as the Georgia-based co-leader of the Tea Party Patriots; and4

WHEREAS, the Tea Party Patriots is a national organization that promotes fiscally5

responsible activism as the primary goal of its movement and its more than 1,000 local6

chapters have as their mission to attract, educate, organize, and mobilize United States7

citizens to secure public policy consistent with their three core values of fiscal responsibility,8

constitutionally limited government, and free markets; and9

WHEREAS, Ms. Martin is the esteemed Georgia-based co-leader of the Tea Party Patriots10

and her dedicated work has resulted in the strongest claim to grass roots authenticity and11

effective power in numbers within the Tea Party Patriots' organization; and12

WHEREAS, this outstanding public leader and champion of freedom now acts as one of the13

Tea Party Patriots' most renowned national co-ordinators and spokespersons; and14

WHEREAS, thanks to her tireless and amazing inspiration, this advocate for smaller15

government and lower taxes has brought about positive change in government and, through16

her efforts, the founding principles of this nation will not only survive but usher in an17

increase of freedom and prosperity for all Americans;18

WHEREAS, Jenny Beth Martin is most deserving of her recognition by Time magazine as19

one of the 100 most influential people as she has excelled in public service as well as20

community leadership; and21
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WHEREAS, she personifies tremendous selfless dedication and tireless commitment to22

others, and it is abundantly fitting and proper to honor the extraordinary accomplishments,23

intellectual achievements, and unsurpassed commitment to excellence of such an outstanding24

individual.25

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that26

the members of this body recognize Jenny Beth Martin and congratulate her on her selection27

by Time magazine as one of the 100 most influential people, commend her for her28

outstanding service to the citizens of Georgia and the United States through her work to29

establish the Tea Party Patriots, and convey best wishes in her future endeavors.30

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized31

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Jenny Beth Martin.32


